
Stand Strong and Unwavering is Actually an Effort in Progression

We think we’re not making progress when we don’t “feel” like we’re progressing. But
it’s futile to meditate on such ideas about yourself. What we don’t see is our spiritual
‘barometer’ from  Heaven’s  perspective.  This  causes  us  to  self-focus  which  is  an
absolute ‘no-no’.

It’s always best to hear from Father about our spiritual status rather than ‘naval gaze’
because it’s his oversight of our lives that puts him in a position to perfectly view our
progress. He knows, not just  because he’s all-knowing, but because he’s intrinsically involved in the
growth and development of his sons. He’s the one who’s training us, so his knowledge of our spiritual
progress is the one we must abide by.

What we fail to see, because we haven’t been taught about it, is that resisting any opposition is a PLUS as
far as Father’s concerned. Whether it’s the enemy, refusing to be lazy, not giving up on something, or
whatever it is that we’re resisting, it’s growth from his   perspective  . Resistance means we are applying
faith1. This application of faith makes us stronger, more resilient, which is spiritual progress in the war
we’re in.

We must see this perspective as our reality, not our own ideas about spiritual growth.

Father has recently instructed us that this is the case:

“Your fight to stay even is actually an effort in progression because you are not going backwards. It is
worth all of the thought and energy you expend to right yourself. This is not a time when you should
give up the fight. To do so would mean certain defeat. Stand strong and unwavering in these uncertain
times.” 2 

Our thoughts must be focused on hearing from Heaven, being about our responsibilities and Kingdom
assignments, touching people with the Kingdom, etc., and not trying to second-guess where we are on the
sonship ‘leader board’.

It’s best to trust, rest and relax and live each day constantly connected to Heaven. Or, to put it in Mike
Parson’s terms from what Father has taught him:

Live loved. Love living. Live loving. Rest.
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(Readers will need to look up for themselves any scriptures alluded to in this document)

1 – Faith: Not faith in yourself and your ability. Not faith in your faith. It’s trusting the Trinity and trustign what they’ve said to us personally.
2 – “Small Straws in the Soft Wind” (23-2-2021)  ft111.com/smallstraws.htm 
      [Next year Marsha will archive this message on the ft111.com website. Find it here: ft111.com/archive.htm]
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